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Neuronal fitting of hearing aids 
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For many years now little progress has been made in the fitting work performed by hearing 
aid audiologists, which may be explained by the following reasons:
Incorrect programming occurs as the acoustic data is measured with audiometers, 
standardised 20ccm² couplers and closed headphones. 
These measurements are incorrect because modern hearing systems are worn open or with 
an otoplastic, with the result that the ear input resonances gained with closed 20ccm² 
headphones are either not achieved or dissipated. 
Reproducible measurements can only be obtained with open headphones and are only 
comparatively useful if reproducible measuring results obtained under realistic conditions 
produce the best possible speech comprehension. 
Due to the changes in ear input resonances and volume levels, ear fitting pieces for 
connecting hearing aids to the individual anatomy are subject to considerable irreproducible 
changes and influences that provide an incorrect result for the configuration of the hearing 
aid. 
The peripheral and central hearing loss varies from patient to patient. A combination is also 
possible. 
Today, hearing aids are still configured empirically, i.e. according to the “hearing 
preferences” of the patient, even when an in-situ measuring device is used. 
As a result, the hearing performance is always programmed to the level with which the 
respective wearer is familiar and comfortable with. 
A transmission range that ensures the desired improvement in speech comprehension 
should, however, be provided. 
The industry is still developing hearing aid software empirically from 20 ccm² coupler values. 
Consequently, hearing aids fall short of the necessary hearing threshold by up to 40 dB 
despite subjective satisfaction. 
The result is instinctive satisfaction without a gain in speech comprehension, i.e. there is no 
ability to react to speech, as the brain does not receive any new information where this 
would be required. 

With direct, neuronal transmission, as mostly carried out with the cochlea implant, the 
hearing performance is considerably higher as the system guarantees that the hearing 
signals are perceived across the whole signal path of the peripheral and central auditory 
pathway. 
The process developed uses a similarly successful method to CI configuration. 
Under new, realistic measuring conditions and using new measuring technology, the new 
process guarantees that a direct neuronal adaptation is performed on the patient, from the 
open headphones up to perception. 
The audiometer is used only as a signal source and the calibrated norm desktop of the 
hearing aid is used for audiometric levelling (audiometer function) until the necessary 
hearing thresholds for signals that are barely perceptible, signals with a pleasant volume, 
and very loud signals at the limit of tolerance are clearly defined. 
The entire hearing aid market is looking for a new measuring system to configure percentile-
controlled hearing aids (see scientific comparisons of CI hearing aids) to provide the best 
possible, reproducible speech comprehension. 
The new method achieves this aim by effecting a paradigm change to cortically reproducible 
perception. 
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The sales of hearing systems can be significantly increased with this system, this procedure 
and the new, linear, digital hearing aid products since basic customer needs for improved 
speech comprehension (where it is possible; not with death areas) are met to a much 
greater degree of satisfaction. Rehabilitation work in the form of information and 
explanations (counselling) and audio-therapy or speech-therapy work will also be required.

The same methods have long been used in the cochlea implant configuration.

The further advantages are: 
• Rapid success with reaction to speech by means of guaranteed, linear, static perception 
• Other configuration measurements such as those performed by ENT doctors
• Reduction in the stock of hearing aids kept by audiologists 
• Higher profit as only high-quality hearing systems are involved
• The transparency of hearing aid configuration is no longer just limited to the hearing aid, 
but includes services
• Meeting patient expectations to regain the ability to understand speech, rather than merely 
subjectively ‘hearing’ better.
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